OPTO-VARIMEX

Ultimate Activity Meter and Pattern of Movements Plotter

Measures activity of two groups of animals simultaneously

- Measures startle response (height of animal jump)
- Measures horizontal activity by interruption of invisible infrared beams criss-crossing animal cage 1" above the bottom.
- Measures rearing and jumping activity by means of two adjustable light curtains.
- Plots pattern of animal movements on X-Y chart recorder by decoding position of animal from interrupted IR beams.
- Completely insensitive to urine bedding or feces as IR beams cross the cage 1" above bottom.
- Large 15" x 15" transparent plastic cage — not attached to the instrument.
- Infinitely stable, no tuning, no warm-up. Results can be compared between two units made at different times or located in different countries.
- Silent electronic counters present separate results of horizontal jumping and rearing activity.
- Applications: For study of:
  1. Pattern of movement modification under narcotics and psychopharmaceuticals.
  2. Eating or drinking habits.
  3. Preference of heat, cold or light environment.
  4. Subtle circadian rhythms and many others.
- Will work with single animal or groups of animals. (Single animal only for pattern plotting).
- Multichannel printing counter available for data recording.

NEW! Stroke Volume and Cardiac Output Computer

Thermodilution Power Injector Model “500”

- Measures Cardiac Output by Thermodilution (or Dye dilution with optional densitometer)
- Monitors Heart Rate
- Calculates Stroke Volume
- Prints result of measurement (optional)
- Doubles as automatic printing Thermometer and Heart Rate Trend Monitor (prints results in periodic intervals)

- Assures consistent and accurate Cardiac Output measurements
- Powered from compressed air, CO2 bottle or hospital’s air system. no disposable cartridges. One small rechargeable CO2 bottle lasts for 1000 injections.
- Uses disposable plastic syringes
- Automatically refills syringe via 2-way valve
- Can be ECG synchronized or remotely controlled

Dye Densitometer for dye dilution measurements with Cardiotherm-500-X Cardiac Output and Stroke Volume Computer.

COLUMBUS INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

Supplier of individual instruments and total measuring systems

Mailing Address:
950 N. Hague Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43204 USA

Cable Address: “COLINSTRUM”

Phone: (614) 488-6176
CURRENT CHEMOTHERAPY

Proceedings of the 10th International Congress of Chemotherapy, Zurich, Switzerland, September 1977

Publication Date: 28 February 1978

This brand new, up-to-the-minute publication reflects the need for ongoing communication among scientists from a wide array of specialties, and the clinicians who will ultimately administer new chemotherapeutic agents.

Thus CURRENT CHEMOTHERAPY will be an extraordinarily useful sourcebook for chemists, biochemists, molecular biologists, microbiologists, enzymologists, immunologists, and pharmacologists, as well as for physicians who treat infectious diseases and cancer patients. It is also an essential acquisition for every medical, hospital, pharmaceutical, and biomedical library.

Bibliographical and Ordering Information

Editors: Walter Siegenthaler, Ruedi Luthy

In two volumes: 1,350 pages; clothbound; fully illustrated ISBN: 0-914826-16-6 Price: $75.00 for the 2-volume set (Note: Members of ASM may purchase CURRENT CHEMOTHERAPY, for personal use only, for $30.00 prepaid. Foreign orders must also be prepaid.)

Direct all orders and inquiries to the publisher:

American Society for Microbiology
1913 I Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006
Help us to serve you better.....

USE YOUR ZIP CODE

Remember, your zip code provides faster, more direct delivery of your journals. Use it on all correspondence, too.

Faculty Position—
Pharmacology

Associate Professor (or assistant based on experience) for permanent, tenurable academic year appointment. Some undergraduate and graduate teaching. Research leadership role expected. Requires a Ph.D. in area with B.S. in Pharmacy preferred, proven research and scholarly activity record with ability to attract research support and students. Submit letter of application, CV and references to Dr. A. C. Glasser, Dean, College of Pharmacy, University of Cincinnati-Medical Center, Health Professions Building—Location #4, Cincinnati, OH 45267

The University of Cincinnati is an equal opportunity-affirmative action employer.

for prompt subscription service...

Please use this coupon and attach a recent label in the space provided when writing to us about:
- change of address
- renewal
- questions regarding your subscription

Please use the space below to indicate your new address.

Name of Journal________________________________________
Name______________________________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip________________________________________________________________________

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
428 East Preston Street/Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Books Relevant to the Needs of Today’s Pharmacologist

DRUG MONITORING
A Requirement for Responsible Drug Use
By Ronald B. Stewart, MS, Leighton E. Cluff, MD, and James R. Philp, MD

The authors have been involved in developing methods and obtaining information from drug monitoring for more than a decade. This practical guide benefits directly from that experience. Drug Monitoring will assist in the consideration and establishment of new and different programs in drug monitoring because it illustrates practical methods and systems with the results that can be obtained.


1977/336 pages/36 illustrations/$21.00

PUBLIC HEALTH AND COMMUNITY MEDICINE
For the Allied Health Professions
Second Edition
By Lloyd E. Burton, PhD and Hugh H. Smith, MD, MPH

The thorough coverage of the first edition has been combined with the result of five years of change in health legislation, research, and management to produce this comprehensive overview of modern health care. Contributory agencies are described and defined with an examination of their relationship to private medicine. An excellent book for every member of today’s health care team.

1975/572 pages/116 illustrations/$23.50

DRUG INTERACTIONS
A Handbook for Clinical Use
By Stanley N. Cohen, MD and Marsha F. Armstrong, MD

Concise, accurate, accessible and clinically relevant information on the physiological consequences of dispensing interacting drugs. The authors demonstrate that although interaction between drugs is often considered to be a contraindication to their concurrent administration, most combinations can be dispensed when appropriate adjustments are made in dosage or method of administration.

1974/358 pages/illustrated/$20.00